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FINITENESS OF NEGATIVE SPECTRA OF ELLIPTIC 
OPERATORS 

BY 

MINORU MURATA 

ABSTRACT. Finiteness criteria are established for the negative spectra 
of higher order elliptic operators on Rn. The results are obtained by estab
lishing isomorphism theorems for elliptic operators and applying the ab
stract finiteness criterion of Konno-Kuroda. 

The present paper is concerned with a spectral problem for the self-adjoint elliptic 
operator 

H = X Daaap(x)DV 
Iodise»! 

on Rn. The problem of whether the negative spectrum of H is finite has been 
investigated by many mathematicians. But most of the results for the problem were 
established in the case that m = 1 or n — 1 (see [4], [5], [7], [11], [12], and references 
therein), with some results also for fourth order operators in exterior domains of/?", 
n > 4 (cf. [3]). In [9], Theorem 1.3, the author gave a finiteness criterion in the case 
that 2m < n (see also [6], Theorem 4.20). the purpose of this paper is to establish 
finiteness criteria in the case that 2m ^ n. Some isomorphism theorems on suitable 
function spaces, which are modifications of those in [10], play a crucial role in 
establishing the criteria. 

1. Main result. We write Dj = -id/dxj, D = ( D , , . . . ,Dn), Da = D?1 . . .Da
n
n for 

a multi-index a = ( c ^ , . . . , a„), and (x) = (1 + |JC|2)
 1/2. For a real number t, [t] denotes 

the largest integer smaller than or equal to t. We denote by Hm(Rn) the usual Sobolev 
space of order m. Consider the sesqui-linear form 

(1.1) h[u,v]= S J aap(x)DVu(x)lD*v(x)dx, w,v G Hm(Rn), 

where the coefficients aa$(x) satisfy the following condition: 
(A.I) (0 The aap are bounded measurable functions on R" and all aap with |a | = 

|P| = m are uniformly continuous on R"; (ii) aaP = 5 ^ ; (Hi) there exists |x0 > 0 such 
that 
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I aat(x)!;a+^ tLoWm, x^ER". 
|a| = |0 | = /w 

Let H be the self-adjoint operator associated with h in the sense of Friedrichs. That 
is, H is the Friedrichs' extension of a formal differential operator on Rn: 

(1.2) H = S Daa^(x)D^. 
|a|,|p|km 

Concerning the problem of whether the negative spectrum of H is finite we introduce 
the following conditions. 

(A.II) There exist R > 0 and 0 < c0 ^ (x0 such that 

(1.3) S (aa^u,Dau) ^ c0((-k)mu,u) 
|o| = |p| = m 

for all u E CQ({X E Rn; \x\ > R}), where (, ) is the L2-inner product. 
(A.Ill) There exists 8 > 0 such that 

(1.4) lim inf |;c|2m (log \x\)2k{0) a00(x) > - 8 , 
| * | - > o o 

(1.5) lim sup |jc|2w-,a+p,(log|jc|)*(0)+*(P)|fl«pWl < ô 

|JC|-*OO 

0 < |a + p| < 2m, 

where k(a) is given by: (/) If 2m ^ n and n is even, 
/ [2(m - |a |) - ni \ 

(1.6) *(a) = max (o, [ J + l j ; 

(if) k(a) = 0 otherwise. 
Our main result is the following 

THEOREM 1.1. Let H be the self-adjoint operator (1.2) satisfying (A.I) ~ (A. III). 
Then there exists a positive constant 80 depending on c0,m,n such that ifb ^ 80, then 
H has at most finite number of negative eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. 

REMARK 1.2. The optimal constant 80 can be calculated for a large class of oper
ators, since the conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are given by radial functions and finiteness 
criteria are extensively established for ordinary differential operators (cf. [1]). Here we 
mean by ''optimal" that there is an operator satisfying (A.I) ~ (A.Ill) with 8 > 80 

whose negative spectrum is infinite. For example, consider the operator 

H = A2 - q on R2 or R\ 

where q(x) is a real-valued bounded measurable function. Then the negative spectrum 
of H is finite if 

lim sup |JC|4 (log|jt|)2g(jt) < 1, 

and is infinite if Mm inf^c», |x|4(log |jt|)2#(;t) > 1. (See [2], p. 7, [7], Theorem 31, 
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p., 40, and the proof of Theorem 1.1 below.) 

2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. We shall show Theorem 1.1 only in the case that 2 m > 
n and n is even, since the proof for the other case is similar. 

With k(a) given in (1.6) we put 

(2.1) X = {feH?0C(R");\\f\\x 

= ( 2 / |<;c)|a|-w(l + log <jc»-* ( a )D a /W| 2^) < °°}-

We denote by X' the dual space of the Banach space X. 

LEMMA 2.1. There exist positive constants cx,C\,C2 depending only on m and n such 
that 

(2.2) \\ufx^ cA((-A)mu,u) + C, I \u(x)\2dx\, « G O n 
1 J\4<c2

 J 

PROOF. We have that for any 0 ^ j ^ m 

£ ( ( -ArH a |D aw,D aw) ^ £,,„((-A)m«,w), u E C%(R"), 
No

where # ; > = max {2|aj=; |Çap; |£| = 1}. This together with Lemma 0, Corollaries 1 

and 2 in [2] shows that 

2 IK*>|ahwo + iog(jc»-*(a)Dvwll2^By,llcm->,j(-Ar/2/ll ' /2/-||2 
2 

for a l l / E CQ ({* E Rn; \x\ > N}), where TV is a sufficiently large number and Cm-jt„ 
are positive constants depend only on y and n with C0,n = 1. Choosing a C00-function 
<(> such that 0 ^ < | > ^ 1 , <\>(x) = 1 for |*| ^ W + 1 and <|>(JC) = 0 for |JC| ^ N + 2, 
we thus get 

||(1 - 4>)u\\2
x ^ (l Bj,HCm-j,n)\\(-A)m/2(l - 4>)u\\2

2, u E Co(/T). 
> 0 

This together with the standard a priori estimate (see [1], Theorem 15. V, p. 703) yields 
(2.2) with c, < 27=o BjtnCm-jt„9 C2 = N + 3, and C, sufficiently large. Q.E.D. 

Choosing a C°°-function q such that g = 0, <7(JC) = C\ for |JC| ^ C2, and g(;t) = 0 
for |x| ^ C2 + 1, put 

(2.3) A = (-A)w + (7. 

Then we have 

LEMMA 2.2. The operator A from X to X' is an isomorphism satisfying 

(2.4) | | i i |k^c, | |Aii | t , uEX. 

PROOF. The limiting argument shows that (2.2) holds for all u in X. Thus 
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(2.5) IMGSCKAM,! ! ) ! ^CJIAW^JKIIX, 

which yields (2.4). The estimate (2.4) implies that A is injective and has closed range. 
Since A* = A, we thus obtain that A is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 

Since A is a nonnegative operator in L2(R
n), we see that the resolvent R(k) = 

(A - X)-1 of A exists for any X < 0 and is a bounded operator fromH~m(Rn) to Hm(Rn). 
Thus R(\) is a bounded operator from X' to X, for X' C Hm(Rn) and Hm(Rn) C X. 

LEMMA 2.3. (/) ||/?(X)||r^x ^ c\x for all X < 0. (//) For any f EX', /?(X)/-> A~xf 

in X as X —> 0. 

PROOF. The assertion (/) can be shown in the same way as (2.4). For fin X' with 
A~]f<E Co(Rn), we have that 

R(X)f - A~lf = XR(\)(A-lf) -* 0 in X as X -* 0. 

This together with (/) implies (//), since the set {/ E X'; A~] f E CQ (Rn)} is dense 
inX\ Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 2.4. Let 80 — Cô T a«d 8 be r/ze constant in (A.Ill), / / 8 ^ 80, then there 
exist |x > 0 and (f) E CQ (Rn) such that 

(2.6) ( / / / , / ) s ^((,4 - (j,2)/, / ) , / 6 Hm(Rn). 

PROOF. We have by (A.I) and (A.II) that 

(2.7) H iï c0£ = Co(-A)™ + X D X P W £ » P + min(0,a0 0W). 
0<|a + p|<m 

By the assumption (A.Ill) and (2.5), for any € > 0 there exist Ce and Ne such that 

(2.8) (Bff) ^ {1 - (8 - e)co V, - e}(Af f) - cA \f(x)\2 Ax. 

Choosing e so small that 1 - (80 - e) CQXCX - e > 0, we thus get the lemma from (2.7) 
and (2.8). Q.E.D. 

COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. We see that the multiplication operator 
((>• is a compact operator from X (or L2) to L2 (or X'). Thus Lemma 2.3 shows that (/) 
<\>R(X)(|> is a compact operator from L2 to L2 for each X < 0; (//) $R(X)(J) —> $A~l§ 
in the operator norm as X —» 0. Hence Corollary in [8], p. 57, shows that the negative 
spectrum of A - c(>2 is finite, which together with Lemma 2.4 proves the 
theorem. Q.E.D. 

3. Concluding remarks. 

REMARK 3.1. It is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that the formal 
differential operator// satisfying (A.I) ~ (A.Ill) with 8 ̂  80 is non-oscillatory. That 
is, there exists R > 0 such that for any bounded domain fl C {|JC| > R} there are no 
nontrivial solutions of the equation Hu - 0, u E H "(SI) (cf. [2]). 
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REMARK 3.2. Let il be an exterior domain of R". Let H be the self-adjoint operator 
(1.2) in L2(fi) associated with Dirichlet boundary condition, where aap satisfy (A.I) ~ 
(A.HI). Then the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 clearly holds also for H. 

REMARK 3.3. The same argument as in Section 2 shows that the conclusion of 
Theorem 1.1 is valid also for// satisfying (A.I) and the following conditions: 

(A.II'). There exist positive numbers R,c0,C\ and an integer 0 < t < m such that 

X I a^{x)D^u{xWru{x)dx^ \ û(x){c0(-AY + c,(-A)m}w(jt) dx 

for all u G CQ ({X G Rn; \x\ > R}). 
(A. III'). The condition (A.Ill) with m replaced by i holds. 

REMARK 3.4. Theorem 1.1 can be extended to such elliptic systems as Dirac oper
ators (cf. [10]). 
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